Abstract The inversion of combinatorial sums is a fundamental problem in algebraic combinatorics.
Introduction
The problem of inverting combinatorial sums has long interested researchers and the main reference on the subject is the famous book 11] by John Riordan \Combinatorial Identities". Riordan summarized his results in a paper 10], and some authors subsequently tried to give a unitary approach to his methods (see, e.g., Chu 4 ], Gould and Hsu 6], Egorychev 5] and Sprugnoli 15] ). Some authors, such as Milne 9] , have examined the problem from various other points of view; a particularly interesting approach through the Umbral Calculus has been given by Roman 12] .
We aim at obtaining a substantial generalization of Riordan's results by showing that the method of generating functions, we examine in this paper, together with the concept of Riordan arrays, are powerful tools for proving a large class of inversions, that strictly includes all the inversions proposed in Riordan's book.
We are mainly interested in the set R t] ] of formal power series f(t) = P 1 k=0 f k t k having real coe cients in some indeterminate t; however, instead of R, we could consider any eld F with 0 characteristic, in particular the eld C of complex numbers. If + and denote the usual sum and Cauchy product in R t] ], this is an integral domain; the smallest eld containing R t] ] is the eld R ((t)) of formal Laurent power series f(t) = P 1 k=m f k t k , with m 2 Z. The order of f(t) = P 1 k=m f k t k is the minimum value of k for which f k 6 = 0. R s t] ] denotes the set of all formal power series of order s. In particular, R 0 t] ] is the set of invertible power series, i.e., power series f(t) for which f 0 = f(0) 6 = 0: it is well-known that g(t) 2 R t] ] such that f(t)g(t) = 1 exists only for these series. For a complete theory of formal power series, the reader is referred to Henrici 8] .
If ff k g k2N is a sequence of real numbers, its generating function f(t) is de ned as: f(t) = G t ff k g k2N = G ff k g = 1 X k=0 f k t k 2 R t] ] :
As usual, the notation t k ] stands for the \coe cient of" operator and, therefore, if f(t) = P f k t k is a formal power series, then t k ]f(t) = f k .
The concept of a Riordan array is a convenient way of expressing certain in nite, lower triangular arrays fd n;k jn; k 2 N; k ng. A Riordan array is a pair (d(t); h(t)) of formal power series, with d(t) 2 R 0 t] ]; it de nes an in nite, lower triangular array fd n;k g according to the rule: d n;k = t n ] d(t)(th(t)) k :
The most common example of a Riordan array is the Pascal triangle, for which d(t) = h(t) = (1 ? t) ?1 . When h(t) 2 R 0 t] ] the Riordan array is called proper and since the diagonal elements of the corresponding fd n;k g are all di erent from 0, the array is invertible, and its inverse is also a proper Riordan array. No other Riordan array can be inverted in the usual row-by-column product. Proper Riordan arrays form a group called the Riordan group. Riordan arrays are the class of lower triangular, in nite arrays for which combinatorial sums can be expressed in terms of generating functions; more precisely, we have: These formulas can be easily manipulated by introducing a particular notation. By writing:
f(t) = g(y) j y h 1 (t; y) = h 2 (t; y)] we denote the function (or formal power series) of the indeterminate t, obtained by substituting the solution y = y(t); with y(0) = 0, to the functional equation h 1 (t; y) = h 2 (t; y) in g(y). The following points should be emphasized: the bound variable y in this notation can usually be deduced from the context, and we omit it as a subscript of the vertical bar. Whenever possible, equation h 1 (t; y) = h 2 (t; y) is written as y = h(t; y), thus clarifying which is the bound variable; obviously, we have f(g(t)) = f(y)j y = g(t)]; besides, a convenient way of expressing the applicability conditions of the Lagrange Inversion Theorem is:
in particular, if fc k g k2N is a sequence de ned as in point 2 in the Lagrange Inversion Theorem, then its generating function is: c(t) = G fc n g = F(w) 1 ? t 0 (w) w = t (w) = F(w) 1 ? w 0 (w)= (w) w = t (w) :
After these preliminary notational remarks, we now go on to illustrate our method for inverting combinatorial sums with an example directly connected to the problems we are going to solve in our paper. Let us consider the combinatorial identity: a n = bn=2c X k=0 n 2k ! b k ; (1.5) where fb k g k2N is a given sequence and fa k g k2N is de ned in terms of the b k 's. The problem in inverting this identity is to nd a relation de ning the b k 's in terms of the a k 's. According to the Riordan array theory, identity (1. 
we can easily check that P P = I and P P P = P. P will be called the \left-inverse" array of P and, strictly speaking, we should refer to the method we develop as a \left-inversion process". We conclude this long introduction by summarizing the threefold aim of this paper: i) justifying the use of a single solution to a functional equation from a theoretical point of view, in situations like the preceding one; ii) examining the process of left-inversion; iii) giving a number of signi cant examples of left-inversion, to show how Riordan's results can be generalized and new inversions can be found.
Stretched Riordan arrays
In the Introduction, we de ned the concept of Riordan array as developed by Shapiro et al. 13] and Sprugnoli 14] . Riordan arrays are just a concrete way to de ne the so-called 1-umbral calculus (see 12]) and, in fact, Riordan arrays are called \recursive matrices" by Barnabei, Brini and Nicoletti 2]. Formula (2.2) below is a version of the \transfer theorem" of umbral calculus (see Roman 12] , pag. 50). What seems to be new in the present paper is the extension of umbral results to stretched arrays, a topic only occasionally considered in the literature (see Al-Salam and Versa 1] and Di Bucchianico doctoral thesis 3], two references suggested us by one referee).
We can easily show that the usual row-by-column product of two Riordan arrays is another Riordan array, and we have:
(d(t); h(t)) (a(t); b(t)) = (d(t)a(th(t)); h(t)b(th(t))): The Riordan array (1; 1) is the identity matrix and if (d(t); h(t)) is proper, then its inverse ( d(t); h(t)) can be computed by equating the identity matrix to the expression above; we nd: Figure 2 .1). In this case, by going on to R ((t)), we can formally derive formulas (2.1) again, but i i . These s formal power series are said to be conjugate to h(t). They are well-known thanks to the multisectioning series theory (see, e.g., Riordan 11] 3 Sample inversions
In the simplest cases, formula (2.3) is a very direct method of inverting (or left-inverting) combinatorial sums. In the Introduction, we presented an example developed in a rather natural way corresponding to the general algorithm we are going to present below. Formula (2.3) can also be applied with s = 2; d(t) = (1 ? t) ? The generalizations of Riordan inversions related to the Abel identity are not so elegant as the left inversions which only involve binomial coe cients. By using exponential generating functions, we nd that the sum related to the Riordan Not all cases are so linear and we often have to make multiple use of the Lagrange Inversion Theorem, especially when the original sum contains some factor depending on n (the bound variable in the sum that has to be inverted). The Riordan array approach still applies, but an initial application of the Lagrange Inversion Theorem is required in order to obtain the Riordan array to be used in the left-inversion process. The following algorithm can then be applied both in di cult and very simple cases (see the Introduction).
Algorithm: Let the identity a n = P k d n;k b k be given:
(1) Put the sum into a suitable form for a Riordan array approach (see 15] for a discussion on this point);
(2) Express a n as t n ]G(t) (2a) if G(t) does not depend on n, G(t) = a(t) is the generating function of the sequence fa n g n2N ; then proceed with step (3); (2b) else, use the Lagrange Inversion Theorem (2.8) to nd the generating function a(t); (3) invert the identity obtained in step (2) In order to apply step (3c) of the Algorithm, we should di erentiate the right hand side of (3.1) and thus obtain a rather complicated expression. Instead, let us try to apply step (3d), since the last expression in (3.2) could be obtained by an application of the Lagrange Inversion Theorem. In fact, if we apply formula (1.4) to F(t) = a(t) (1 + and this is the left-inverse identity we were looking for. This example generalizes inversion 2 in Table 2 .2 (Gould Class of Inverse Relations) in Riordan 11] , which is obtained by setting s = 1.
The following example is very simple but illustrates an application of step (3c). Let us start with the identity: a n = bn=sc X k=0 n ? 1 + k n ? sk ! b k :
By step (2) of the Algorithm, we can write a n = t n ](1 + t) n?1 b (t s (1 + t)) : Since G(t) depends on n, we apply the Lagrange Inversion Theorem to nd the generating function a(t): The next example is related to the Abel identity and generalizes inversion 4a in Table 5 .1 of Riordan's book. We start with the identity (in the following formulas a \hat" denotes exponential generating functions): a n n! = bn=sc X k=0 (x + n + k) n?sk (n ? sk)! ? ( We have thus performed step (2) of the Algorithm. In this case, however, G(t) depends on n and cannot be considered the generating function of the sequence on the left. We therefore apply step This is the left-inverse relation we were looking for; when we set s = 1; it obviously coincides with inversion 4a in Table 3 .1 of Riordan's book 11].
